Pa r a s c r i p t ® fo r Reve nu e C ycl e M a n a g e m e n t P r ov i d e r s

Re d u c e Yo u r M a n u a l D a t a E n t r y C o s t s B y 5 0 %
Your so lu ti o n s power bus i nes s e s. L e t o u r t e ch n o lo g y d e live r t h e d a t a .

Access to Key Data
You’re tasked with increasing profits and reducing spending to deliver your Revenue
Cycle Management services. And yet, the complexity involved grows greater every
day. While efforts are underway to make the entire process paperless, the sheer
volumes of paper continue to pose a significant challenge.
Accurate data, claim submittal, adjudicating claims and reconciliation require great
effort and expense, and all rely on key data that is trapped in your documents—
superbills, claim forms and EOPs. You’re forced to spend precious time reviewing,
capturing and entering that “trapped data” into systems in order to deliver your high
quality service offerings.

Get stress-free
efficiency, no upfront
costs, and no fees with
Parascript.

Perhaps, you’ve built a very costly data entry staff or outsourced this to a specialist.
While this may reduce the data entry headaches, you still battle slow turnaround
times and poor data quality. If you have applied technology to parsing full-page OCR
results, this technique only gets you so far while creating a significant technology
support burden. What if you could get access to reliable, high quality data from
these documents and lower your costs without increasing technology complexity?
This is where Parascript comes in.

Unparalleled Data Quality at Less Cost
Increase your data quality and significantly reduce your costs without any upfront
investment. Get stress-free efficiency with no upfront costs or fees by becoming a
Parascript strategic partner. Our unique software and services offering helps you
drive down processing costs and gain control of chaos within the process. The result
is greater efficiency, lower cost and more reliable data ensuring you deliver superior
RCM solutions to your customers.
Whether your organization owns or outsources the document processing function,
we can work with you and any outsourcing partner to provide significant value
without disruption or replacement of existing technology. Our software-enabled
services automate document classification, document separation, data extraction
and data quality processes.

REVENUE CYCLE
M A N AG E M E N T

Benefits of Parascript Technology Solutions
Our team will work closely with you to analyze your existing data and
workflows and uncover hidden savings to meet all your customized document
processing needs.
We have a unique team of highly experienced engineers and scientists—
over a third with PhDs and many with national and international awards in
mathematics and programming—who enjoy analyzing data and excel at it.

USE A SINGLE PLATFORM
TO PROCESS EVERYTHING

LEVERAGE YOUR EXISTING
TECHNOLOGIES

MAINTAIN DATA QUALITY
THROUGHOUT THE
PARTNERSHIP

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP
WITH PARASCRIPT
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Use a Single Platform. Process multiple document types with various types
of data, including handwritten information common on superbills, using a
single platform.
Leverage Your Existing Technologies. Improve what you have in place.
There’s no requirement to replace any existing document processing
technology. Parascript scientists will work with your current technologies
to protect existing investment while improving it with world-class document
analysis and recognition technologies.
Maintain Data Quality with Systems Tuned to Your Needs. Systems are tuned
to your data quality needs with accuracy guarantees at a data field level.
For data that meet accuracy targets, there is no need to perform additional
verification. Plus, Parascript staff will maintain data quality throughout the life
of the partnership. There is no need to purchase expensive maintenance or
services agreements.
Strategic Partnership. As a strategic partner, Parascript takes on the risks of
R&D with respect to the core document and data processing technologies for
your superbills, claim forms and EOPs, as part of our strategic partnership.
This allows you to focus your broader solution development and marketing.
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